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The Promise of Dialogue

AI Practitioner, May 2021, Dixon: Transforming the Culture in a Department of Corrections

Dialogue holds the promise 
of changing the culture of an 
organization so that employees 
can speak honestly and openly 
about their concerns, talk 
respectfully to each other 
and meet together to solve 
the organization’s toughest 
challenges. A case illustration 
from the Virginia Department 
of Corrections illustrates 
the generative possibility of 
dialogue on an organizational 
culture.

T he 12,000 employees Virginia Department of Corrections (VADOC) 

oversee 30,000 inmates in 46 facilities and supervise another 68,000 

probationers and parolees. Cultural change happened at VADOC by 

implementing dialogue practices at every level of the organization. As you might 

imagine, VADOC has traditionally been a command-and-control organization. 

This story is about how dialogue can change that culture.

The difficulty that command-and-control organizations face is that knowledge 

does not flow effectively. For example:

  • Employees frequently modify information that they send up the chain 

of command within the organization so that it appears more favorable.

  • Subordinates often agree to do tasks or carry out processes that they 

know could be better accomplished another way.

  • When colleagues want something from another, they often act like 

it would be in the other’s best interest to do it while hiding their own 

interest.

  • Team members often withhold information that would make them look 

bad in the eyes of other team members or their manager.

  • People sometimes say something publicly that they realize they do not 

really believe; it is said “just for show”.

dx.doi.org/10.12781/978-1-907549-47-2-3

Transforming the Culture in a Department 
of Corrections
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In networked or flat organizations, these difficulties are less prevalent because 

the structure does not place people in power over others (Dixon, 2019).

Defensive routines

Such incidents may seem trivial, but my research (Dixon, 2018) shows that 

similar actions are ubiquitous across all organizational levels. The players in 

these incidents are not intentionally obstructive; their behavior is how staff 

and management alike protect themselves and others from embarrassment and 

conflict, and ensure that they are viewed favorably in the eyes of others. Argyris 

(Argyris, Putnam & Smith, 1985) called such incidences “defensive routines”. 

The routines or patterns are so much a part of the organization’s culture that 

employees lose the recognition and significance of their actions, writing them 

off as “just the way it is around here”.

Such actions work, in the sense that they save individuals from embarrassment 

and conflict. They also prevent an organization from learning about challenges, 

which, if faced directly, could lead to needed changes or new ways of thinking 

that could generate useful development. These actions also result in employees 

at all levels feeling disempowered, which leads to frustration, disengagement and 

even illness (Pfeffer, 2018).

It is possible to reduce these ingrained responses through dialogue, even in 

hierarchical organizations, as the Virginia State Prison System illustrates.

Prison – A healing environment

The VADOC story begins with a new director of Corrections, appointed in 2010. 

Harold Clarke had worked in prison systems since he graduated from college and 

headed prison systems in Nebraska, Washington state and Massachusetts before 

his appointment in Virginia. He came with an ideal in his mind and heart that a 

prison should be a healing environment, as reflected in his statements such as:

  • Everyone deserves a second chance.

  • People, whatever they have done, should be treated with respect.

  • The purpose of incarceration is to keep the public safe while offenders 

are learning how to be good citizens.

  • All voices deserve to be heard.

AI Practitioner, May 2021, Dixon: Transforming the Culture in a Department of Corrections

Harold W. Clarke, Director of Corrections, VADOC

Their behavior is how staff 
and management alike 
protect themselves and 
others from embarrassment 
and conflict, and ensure that 
they are viewed favorably.
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  • The healing environment is not just for the inmates but also for the 

staff, who come to work every day with their own baggage. They have to 

heal so they can provide opportunities for the inmates to heal.

  • The healing environment does not give anyone a free pass. A basic 

tenet of the healing environment is that we hold people accountable for 

their actions.

In each state, Harold experimented with implementing dialogue as an 

intervention into organizational culture. By the time he came to Virginia, he had 

some very clear ideas about how to make dialogue work within an organization.

What is dialogue?

Dialogue implies something beyond a simple conversation. There is general 

agreement, though no academically agreed definition, that dialogue involves:

  • Respectful relationships with those with whom we are talking.

  • Acknowledgment that each person has a right to their own truth and 

the intellectual capacity to make sense of their world.

  • Willingness to examine our own thinking process to understand how 

we have reached the assumptions we hold.

  • Willingness to hold our assumptions lightly.

  • Courage and humility to speak our own truth.

  • Acknowledgment that there can be no predetermined outcome.

  • Recognition that our talking together must support a moral as well as a 

practical purpose.

This list of attributes reveals that dialogue is about how we relate to others and 

our willingness to acknowledge our own limitations, including our blindness 

to our own assumptions and our unawareness of our implicit biases. Dialogue, 

then, is not a set of skills; rather, it is a way of talking and thinking together 

that establishes a common meaning among a group of people. The spirit of 

dialogue is to understand the view of others rather than to convince them of 

your understanding. Dialogue echoes the social constructionist principles of 

Appreciative Inquiry, reminding us that we co-create our realities together.

AI Practitioner, May 2021, Dixon: Transforming the Culture in a Department of Corrections

The healing environment is 
not just for the inmates but 
also for the staff.

The spirit of dialogue is 
to understand the view 
of others.
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Dialogic practices

The four major dialogue practices and actions that VADOC implemented are those 

identified Bill Isaacs’ book Dialogue (1999):

  • Voice – The practice of being authentic.

  • Listening – The practice of giving attention to others and what they 

mean.

  • Respect – The practice of taking another person and their views 

seriously.

  • Suspension – The practice of enquiring into the assumptions and 

implications of your views.

And the four Kantor conversation actions (2012):

  • Move – Initiates action or suggests direction: “Let’s start the meeting.” 

Without moves, there is no direction.

  • Follow – Validates and completes an “Action”: “I’m ready also.” 

Without follows no decisions are made.

  • Oppose – An oppose challenges and corrects the action: “Hold on the 

CEO is not here yet.” Without oppose, there is no correction.

  • By-stand – An observation about the way the conversation is 

proceeding or getting stuck: “He is typically late. Are there reasons 

we should not proceed without him?” Without by-stands, there is no 

perspective on what is happening.

I have described these skills and actions simplistically: the dialogue program 

at VADOC involves a much richer discussion as well as extended practice using 

them. Clarke (Clarke & Barton, 2020) began dialogue work with the executive 

committee, knowing that modeling change at the top was critical for cultural 

change. After a year of work at the executive level, dialogue work began in other 

layers across the organization, until everyone understood dialogue and practicing 

dialogue in their informal interactions with each other and their meetings.

VADOC has appointed 265 dialogue practitioners who take on this role in addition 

to their regular duties. As a dialogue practitioner, their task is to continue the 

AI Practitioner, May 2021, Dixon: Transforming the Culture in a Department of Corrections

Dialogue echoes the social 
constructionist principles 
of Appreciative Inquiry, 
reminding us that we 
co-create our realities 
together.
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ongoing learning of current staff and train new staff. Carrie West, the statewide 

dialogue coordinator, explains the benefits of dialogue.

Having dialogue in the department has changed how people communicate 

with one another and how they handle situations. Once offenders understand 

that you’re listening to them, you give them the opportunity to voice or be a 

participant in our dialogue. I’ve been in the department for a long period of time. 

Before we implemented dialogue, you were kind of, like the old saying goes, 

“Children are to be seen but not heard”. I’ve seen that change. I’m appreciative 

of dialogue being incorporated into the department, and I’m glad to be a part 

of it.

Several other concepts are taught, as are numerous processes that use dialogue. 

Clarke explains, “I see dialogue as a vessel into which we can place all of our 

challenges and thoughts, make sense of them and be able to communicate them 

to others effectively”. He has recognized that new habits require practice to 

become ingrained, and any new process that isn’t reinforced will be lost. Two 

of the many dialogue processes are learning teams and working dialogues; both 

regularly reinforce the skills and practices.

Learning teams – Every member of VADOC is assigned to a learning team, a small 

group of between ten and fifteen employees who are required to meet monthly. 

Concerns and suggested changes developed in learning teams flow back up the 

chain of command through the dialogue practitioners. Employees talk about 

situations they are facing as well as staff concerns and any new policies from 

administration. Jennie Amison is a dialogue practitioner who works in the 

Workforce Development program at VADOC, which provides training in resume 

writing, interviewing and other employment skills for inmates who are soon to 

be released. “In the learning team,” says Jennie, “we talked about our feelings 

about the [Covid 19] vaccine because we were getting ready to do the vaccines 

in the department. Me, being black, I had feelings because you hear in the black 

culture about the experiments that they had and all of that stuff. So I thought I 

don’t think I’m going to do it. Other people in the circle also had fears. But after 

talking about it, I ended up taking the vaccine. I’m proud that I was the first one 

to get vaccinated at my facility!”

Working dialogues – Every unit must hold two working dialogues a month to 

address issues and problems specific to that unit. The issues may be initiated 

by the unit head who wants to change a process or policy, or by a dialogue 

practitioner who sees or hears something in the environment that needs 

attention – for example, concerns about sanitation or working hours. They meet 

to discuss who will be impacted by the issue and therefore needs to be a part of 

the working dialogue. Working dialogues are led by dialogue practitioners, with 

AI Practitioner, May 2021, Dixon: Transforming the Culture in a Department of Corrections

Carrie West, statewide dialogue coordinator
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the agreement of the unit head, but usually without their presence. They may last 

a few hours or several days, depending on the issue. There are three phases:

Phase 1 – Understanding the problem and ensuring that all relevant stakeholders 

are engaged

Phase 2 – Dialogue to create what it would look like if the problem were solved

Phase 3 – What it would take to implement the solution

Phase 3 is the opportunity to suggest what actions could be taken to reach the 

desired outcome.

Each phase ends in a “gate” to ensure there is agreement and that all 

stakeholders are involved.

The result of each phase is reported back to the unit head by the dialogue 

practitioner. Working dialogues make it possible for employees to speak openly 

and honestly without fear of reprisal. Equally critical working dialogues lead to 

systemic change in the organization: one held early on looked closely at reducing 

contraband inside the facility. It was quickly recognized that not all voices, 

specifically those of K9 officers (those in charge of dogs) and night shift officers, 

were present. As a result, the working dialogue was paused and reconvened once 

the opportunity was given for those missing voices to be brought into the room.

There are many other dialogue processes in place at VADOC: the offender’s 

resettlement journey, future search, check-ins, dialogue coaching for supervisors 

to ensure accountability, leading energies – in fact, too many to describe here. 

But all bring staff and sometimes offenders together in dialogue.

One remarkable outcome of these practices is the reduction in the recidivism 

rate, which at VADOC is the lowest in the country at 23.4 %. That is in contrast 

with the national average of 47% of released inmates incarcerated again within 

three years of their release.

In describing their work, VADOC staff often contrast how they work now with 

before dialogue was implemented:

I’ve been around corrections for 25 years, and I have embraced all the initiatives 

that Director Clarke has brought to the Department of Corrections. I have grown 

professionally by buying into those initiatives. And it has made me a better 

clinician and a better colleague working with others. I feel that it is helping the 

returning citizens (inmates) that I work with. 

AI Practitioner, May 2021, Dixon: Transforming the Culture in a Department of Corrections

Working dialogues make it 
possible for employees to 
speak openly and honestly 
without fear of reprisal. 

One remarkable outcome 
of these practices is the 
reduction in the recidivism 
rate.

Jennie Amison, Offender Workforce Development 
Specialist at the Community Corrections Alternative 
Program
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Not only has dialogue changed the way I work with my co-workers and with the 

folks I supervise, but also just learning dialogue skills has changed the way I 

associate with my family. I’m also a small business owner, and through that it is 

helping to change my community. I’m proud to be a part of this organization. 

I’m one of old heads. I’ve been around a long time. Life in the department has 

completely changed since Director Clarke came on. It’s hard to say this, but I feel 

safer going to work each day. I really appreciate dialogue. 

Underlying Set of Beliefs about People

For dialogue to work in a command-and-control organization, those in power 

have to hold a set of underlying beliefs. Those beliefs are the same ones necessary 

to implement Appreciative Inquiry, Social Technical Systems, The Learning 

Organization, Future Search – clear back to McGregor’s Theory X and Theory Y. 

They are not new. Still, they are seldom lived out in hierarchical organizations, 

other than as single events or temporary initiatives. Dialogue at VADOC has now 

been in place at every level for ten years! These are underlying beliefs make that 

possible:

  • The workforce has within it the knowledge and wisdom to address the 

organization’s adaptive challenges.

  • Employees have the will to act for the good of the whole.

  • Every person has a truth that has been developed through their life 

experiences.

  • Everyone deserves to be spoken to with respect.

  • It is a part of the human condition to make mistakes, and it is by 

openly speaking about mistakes that organizations learn from them.

  • The purpose of an organization needs to include a moral goal related to 

the wellbeing of those within the organization, those within the larger 

society and the environment in which all human beings function.

The Virginia Prison System’s moral goal is a healing environment that prepares 

inmates to become good citizens.

AI Practitioner, May 2021, Dixon: Transforming the Culture in a Department of Corrections

James Sayer, Corrections Sergeant

Venus Laney, probation officer
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The promise of dialogue

If we can jointly make sense of the issues we face, we can find a way forward. 

As with Appreciative Inquiry, there is the realization that we co-create reality 

together through dialogue and that all voices matter in the co-creation process. 

Too often, when we come together to talk, we each arrive with our own ideas 

about how to address an issue and much of our talking is about convincing 

others that our view should prevail. Of course, the problem is that we each have 

a perspective on any issue limited to our own experience and knowledge base. 

When we can collectively make sense, new possibilities that no one could have 

conceived of on their own emerge. Karl Weick (1995) said,

Small improvements in seeing can occur when individuals 
enlarge their personal repertoires of what they can do. But larger 
improvements in seeing should occur when people with more diverse 
skills, experience, and perspectives think together in a context of 
respectful interaction.

In a world of increasing complexity, where there are no simple or obvious 

answers, dialogue brings a ray of hope to address the many troubling issues we 

face that do not lend themselves to resolution through scientific study or big 

data. Dialogue can address our organizations’ complex issues, whether those 

organizations are for-profit, non-profit or governmental. Most of us spend as 

much as one-third of our lives inside an organization, so organizations must be 

places that promote wellbeing, including autonomy, mastery and purpose (Pink, 

2011). Dialogue offers a pathway for organizations to achieve that goal by drawing 

on the understanding of all members to address the issues the organization faces.
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